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SNACKS



SMALL
PLATES



SMOKED PAPRIKA  
ORGANIC DEVILLED  
EGGS C) G) M) A1) 12
Bacon & Onion Jam with Onion Crisps.

ARANCINI A1) G) 14
Italian Rice Balls Stuffed, Coated with  
Breadcrumbs and Deep Fried, Finished  
with Shaved Parmesan Reggiano and  
warm Tomato Dip.

HUMMUS &  
BLACK BEAN DIP A1) F) N) 16
VEGAN
Mediterranean-style Hummus, Roasted Red Pepper and Black 
Bean Dip, served with warm crisp Pita Chips.

WINTER ANTIPASTO  
PLATTER A1) G) 20
VEGAN OPTION  
AVAILABLE
A Medley of Grilled Organic Winter Vegetables of Butternut 
Squash, Yellow Squash, Zucchini, Italian Eggplant with Goat’s  
Cheese, Olive Oil & Fresh Cracked Pepper.

CHARCUTERIE  
BOARD G) M) A1) 24
A Selection of Organic Artisanal Cheeses, Salami, Fresh Fruits, and 
Toasted Sourdough Bread.
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All prices are US dollar, excluding tax.  
Drinking alcoholic beverages during pregnancy may cause birth defects.  

Please aware that the NY State drinking age is 21 proper identification is required.



WARM
BREAD
BITES



VEGETARIAN  
GRILLED CHEESE G) 16
KIMCHI & BASIL
Pickled Kimchi and Fresh Basil with New York Cheddar Cheese  
and a Cranberry and Orange Preserve, grilled crispy on organic 
Sourdough Bread.

CLASSIC 
GRILLED CHEESE A1) G) 16
NEW YORK  
CHEDDAR CHEESE
Slices of American and New York Cheddar Cheese grilled  
on our organic Sourdough Bread a warm tomato dip.

GRILLED CHEESE A1) G) 18
PASTRAMI & PICKLES
Succulent slices of Brooklyn-made Pastrami with New York  
Cheddar Cheese and Swiss Cheese grilled in thick sliced organic 
Sourdough Bread with Whole Grain Mustard and a Dill Pickle  
garnish.
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All prices are US dollar, excluding tax.  
Drinking alcoholic beverages during pregnancy may cause birth defects.  

Please aware that the NY State drinking age is 21 proper identification is required.



GRAB  
»N« GO



HAL’S  
NEW YORK CHIPS  4
Hal Hershowitz, New York born, started his own company in 1986, 
which became a leader in the distribution industry, with Hal’s  
Seltzer water and Hal’s Chips. Hal’s Chips are robust, distinctively 
flavored and delicious.

TATE’S BAKE  
SHOP C) F) G) A1) A2) 4
Mini-Chocolate Chip Cookies.

ORCHARD VALLEY  
HARVEST 6 

OMEGA-3 MIX H) E)

Walnuts, Almonds & Pistachios

ANTIOXIDANT MIX H) G) E)

Non GMO-Blueberries, Cashew, Almonds  
& Cranberries.

TRAIL MIX H) E)

Peanuts, Almonds, Raisins & Sea Salt

RAAKA ORGANIC  
CHOCOLATE 2) 5) 8
Raaka makes uncommonly delicious chocolate that captures the 
brighter, bolder and fruitier side of cacao made in Brooklyn, New 
York. Every bar is made from scratch, from bean-to-bar, with  
unroasted cacao beans, sourced from trusted and admired  
growers. The unique flavor of unroasted chocolate is part place, 
part process. The bars are a celebration of each cacao origin‘s  
unique character. All chocolates are certified organic, certified  
kosher, non-GMO project verified, gluten free, soy free, and vegan.

BOURBON CASK 82 %
Tanzanian cacao aged in bourbon casks, oaky, smooth,  
with a hint cherry cordial on the finish.

COCONUT MILK 60 %
Vegan Milk style chocolate with a lush notes of berry and cream.

OAT MILK 58 %
Whole oats and coconut to create a vegan milk  
style chocolate reminiscent of an oatmeal cookie.

GREEN TEA CRUNCH 66 %
Genmaicha green tea infused infused bar  
filled with puff quinoa.

MAPLE & NIBS 75 %
Maple sweetened bar reminiscent of a good brownie and  
cane sugar free.

100 % CACAO
Smooth, fruity, and nutty, bright not bitter.

PINK SEA SALT 71 %
A salted dark chocolate to end all salted  
dark chocolates.
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All prices are US dollar, excluding tax.  
Drinking alcoholic beverages during pregnancy may cause birth defects.  

Please aware that the NY State drinking age is 21 proper identification is required.



DRINKS



COCKTAILS



 THE FIVE BOROUGHS 

NO SLEEP  
’TILL BROOKLYN 16
The Cloud One’s finest espresso martini will keep you buzzin‘  
from Bay Ridge to Bensonhurst – W Death‘s Door Vodka,  
Crème de Cacao, coffee liqueur, rinse of Sambuca, and a shot  
of dark espresso with a touch of vanilla.

BERRY BERRY  
STATEN ISLAND FERRY 16
Breeze through this isle inspired beverage that lightly hits all the 
right notes along the way -Bluecoat Elderflower Gin, Watermelon 
Schnapps, muddled blueberries and mint, house-made simple  
syrup, and a splash of Q Club Soda.

THE OLD-SCHOOL  
BRONX 17
An uptown twist on the classic Old Fashioned -Bulleitt Bourbon, 
blood-orange bitters, peach liqueur, brandied cherry.

LAS REINAS  
(THE QUEENS) 17
Bringing the outer-borough vibes from the front stoop parties  
of the brownstones in Corona – Patron Silver, pressed cucumber, 
agave syrup, fresh lime, with a Tajin rimy.

THE FIG APPLE  
MANHATTAN 18
Manhattan‘s forbidden, and flavorful, fruit – Jim Beam Apple  
Whiskey, Woodford Reserve, Big Apple Pie Moonshine, lemon zest, 
honey, fig, and cinnamon/anis syrup.

 BUILD YOUR OWN  
 MARTINI FLIGHT  20 
 
SELECT ANY 3 COCKTAILS (9OZ)

 CRAFT MOCKTAILS  
 
FASHIONISTA 9
Mixed tropical nectars with fresh citrus,  
ginger, and Q Club Soda.

IN-CIDER TRADING 9
Mulled apple, maple honey, lemon zest,  
sprinkle of cinnamon, and effervescence.
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All prices are US dollar, excluding tax.  
Drinking alcoholic beverages during pregnancy may cause birth defects.  

Please aware that the NY State drinking age is 21 proper identification is required.

I went to  
New York to 

be born again.

“ZERO-BUZZ“

Kurt Vonnequt



LONG
DRINKS



CAPTAIN & COKE 1) 5)  12 
Captain Morgan, Coca Cola and lime wedge  
on the rocks.

VODKA LONG DRINK 12
Tito’s Vodka with a choice of cranberry,  
orange or pineapple juice or club soda.

TITO’S & CELSIUS 1) 5) 5A) 6) 7) 12
Tito’s Vodka with Celsius Energy Drink.

DOROTHY PARKER  
SMALL BATCH  
DRY GIN AND TONIC 6)  12
Dorothy Parker Small Batch Dry Gin  
with Q Tonic Water.

PATRON/SODA  14 
Patron Tequila and Q Club Soda.

CENTRAL PARK  
AND STORMY 14
NYC‘s Owney‘s Dark Rum, Spiced Rum,  
Q Ginger Beer, fresh lime.

HEAD IN THE CLOUDS 15
Bluecoat Gin, Curaçao, Watermelon  
Schnapps, muddled blueberries, sparking  
water, and citrus sour.

WHISKEY/BOURBON  
WITH COKE 1) 5)  15
Choice of Markers Mark, Hudson Whiskey  
or Bulleit Bourbon with Coca Cola.
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All prices are US dollar, excluding tax.  
Drinking alcoholic beverages during pregnancy may cause birth defects.  

Please aware that the NY State drinking age is 21 proper identification is required.



SPIRITS



 BOURBON 

HORSE SOLDIER  
BOURBON RESERVE  
BARREL 8
Combination of Caramel, honey, butterscotch, woodiness, cashew 
and spiced raisin with a hint of toffee. A deep inhale provides the 
nose sweet aromas with honey, apples, citrus, toffee and leather.

WILD TURKEY  
HONEY WHISKEY 1) 9 
KENTUCKY 
A sweeter side of Kentucky Bourbon, the exceptionally smooth 
American Honey combines deep-rooted tradition with a decid-
edly modern twist. Wild Turkey American Honey combines deep 
tradition with a decidedly modern twist, creating an exceptionally 
smooth liqueur that has been described as a “sweet kick”.

BULLEIT BOURBON 10 
KENTUCKY 
Bulleit, founded in 1987, is one of the fastest-growing whiskeys in 
America. The Bulleit Frontier Whiskey portfolio is distilled using a 
distinctive high rye recipe, which gives them a bold, spicy, yet dis-
tinctively smooth taste. This whiskey has a spicy character with 
maple, oak and nutmeg tones.

MAKER’S MARK 10 
KENTUCKY 
Maker‘s Mark® is made with soft red winter wheat, instead of the 
usual rye, for a one-of-a-kind, full-flavored bourbon that‘s easy to 
drink. It is rich and full with a note of rye and spice, barley malt, a 
little nut oil with butterscotch and vanilla. Each bottle of Maker’s® is 
hand-dipped in the signature red wax at the distillery in Loretto, Ky.

ELIJAH CRAIG  
SMALL BATCH  10 
KENTUCKY 
Expertly aged in Level 3 charred oak barrels, this award-winning 
Small Batch Bourbon is known for its signature warm spice an  
subtle smoke flavors. Each barrel is hand selected by the Master 
Distillers.

ROUGHRIDER BULL MOOSE  
THREE BARREL RYE WHISKEY 10 
LONG ISLAND NY 
Named for former president and native Long Islander Teddy  
Roosevelt and his “Rough Riders” volunteer cavalry. Look for a  
vanilla and oak scent, plus a touch of apple. On the palate, this rye 
has a concentrated vanilla flavor tinged with espresso and cocoa, 
finishing on mouthwatering fruit and spice.

TOMMYROTTER STRAIGHT  
BOURBON 14
This delicious spirit is comprised of three separate, straight  
bourbons from Indiana, including a high corn bourbon, a high wheat 
bourbon and a high rye bourbon. A fine collection of bourbons, the 
final straight bourbon is finished in Taub Family Selections’  
Heritance Cabernet Sauvignon French oak barrels from Rutherford, 
Napa Valley, California for 3 months. Non-chill filtered, then bottled 
at 95 proof, the result is an overproof bourbon consisting of corn, 
wheat, rye and malted barley. 

ANGEL’S ENVY 15 
KENTUCKY 
Inspired by legendary Master Distiller Lincoln Henderson’s lifetime 
spent crafting fine spirits, ANGEL’S ENVY is a masterpiece. With 
a Gold color laced with reddish amber hues, nearly copper in tone. 
This bourbon is finished in port wine barrels which adds subtly dis-
tinct flavor nuances that enhance the whiskey without challenging it.

ADIRONDACK  
STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY 15 
NEW YORK 
All spirits of the family-owned farm distillery from the Foothills 
of the Adirondack Mountains are made with clean, unprocessed 
spring water, processed in a custom-made copper pot still, one 
batch at a time and then bottled, labeled, and aged in a renovated 
horse barn on the estate. Adirondack Straight Rye Whiskey is big, 
bold, and spicy. It’s full of the flavor and complexity that discerning 
Rye Whiskey drinkers are searching for.

GREAT JONES 16 
NEW YORK 
Grown, aged and distilled in New York. 4 years old, crafted in small 
batches from 100 % New York grown corn, malted barley and rye 
that are mashed and cut with Catskill Mountain water to create a 
uniquely New York spirit. Aged in American Oak barrels with a  
perfectly balanced vanilla and light pepper finish.

MAKER’S MARK 46 16 
KENTUCKY 
It starts with fully matured Maker’s Mark straight out of the barrel 
with a bold twist. Seared French Oak staves are added to the bar-
rel, and then finished a bit longer in the cool aging cellar. The result 
is a whisky with bolder, more complex flavors, but one whose every 
sip delivers the smooth, approachable whisky that Maker’s Mark is 
famous for.
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All prices are US dollar, excluding tax.  
Drinking alcoholic beverages during pregnancy may cause birth defects.  

Please aware that the NY State drinking age is 21 proper identification is required.

CASK ME



 WHISKEY 

JIM BEAM  
APPLE WHISKEY 1) 12 
KENTUCKY 
Made with all of the pride and experience of the Beam’s 220-year-
old bourbon-making history, Jim Beam Apple is a perfectly balan-
ced combination of apple liqueur and Jim Beam Kentucky Straight 
Bourbon Whiskey. Surprisingly smooth and deliciously different, it 
is juicy but not overpowering. It retains a rich bourbon core, it’s  
perfect for both whiskey fans and those looking for a refreshing 
new whiskey.

HIGH WEST DOUBLE  
RYE WHISKEY 1) 12 
UTAH 
A very spicy rye whiskey! The nose has notes of mint, clove, cin-
namon, licorice root, pine nuts, and dark chocolate, with a surpris-
ing dose of gin botanicals throughout. The flavor has rye spices up 
front, then menthol, mint, eucalyptus, herbal tea with wildflower  
honey and all spice. Cinnamon and mint, gradually sweetening 
through the finish, with a hint of anise.

HUDSON WHISKEY 1) 15 
NEW YORK STATE 
Hudson has always been known for its big, bold flavor: we like to 
think of it as New York attitude (and New York grains) distilled. Like 
New York itself, this whiskey is in a class of its own. Grain from local 
family farmers and straight up, undiluted mashbills, the purest  
possible expression of each grain is created: Bold, yet refined,  
artful and unapologetic.

KNOB CREEK RYE 1) 15 
KENTUCKY 
The highest-quality rye grains create the hardest-working rye whis-
key. This 100 proof Knob Creek Rye pairs traditional rye spice with 
the signature Knob Creek sweetness. Its high corn mashbill makes 
it perfect for the bourbon drinker looking to add a rye to their liquor 
cabinet. Knob Creek Rye was named the World‘s Best Rye.

SONOMA BROTHERS  
RYE WHISKEY 1)  18 
CALIFORNIA 
Comprised of a mash bill of rye, wheat, and a specialty malted  
barley. The distillate for the rye is meticulously handcrafted and 
aged in heavy charred new American oak casks. This Rye has  
complexity well beyond its years with notes of butterscotch,  
vanilla, and citrus.

WOODFORD RESERVE 1) 19 
KENTUCKY 
The art of making fine bourbon first took place on the site of the 
Woodford Reserve Distillery, a National Historic Landmark, in 1812. 
You get that sense of history. The perfectly balanced taste of our 
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey is comprised of more than 
200 detectable flavor notes, from bold grain and wood, to sweet 
aromatics, spice, and fruit and floral notes.

WIDOW JANE 1)  22 
NEW YORK CITY
Reviving the lost art of marrying the finest whiskeys, Widow Jane 
10 Year Old is a signature bourbon. Hand assembled in Brooklyn 
using the richest and rarest straight bourbons, only ever in 5 barrel 
batches, non-chill filtered and proofed with the mineral water from 
the legendary Rosendale Mines of NY. 

ST. GEORGE BALLER 26 
CALIFORNIA 
Crisp malt, smokey, notes of fine sherry.
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CASK ME



 TEQUILA 

LOS MAGOS SOTOL BLANCO  15 
MEXICO 
Bright, slightly floral, and fresh with an undertone of herbal  
woodiness. Soft and smooth on the palate with hints of honey  
and savory spices make for a warm yet sweet finish reminiscent  
of summer rain and balmy mornings.

SANTERA AMBER ANEJO 16 
CENTRAL AMERICA 
Rich, complex, aged in oak.

PATRON SILVER  17 
MEXICO 
Patrón Silver is handcrafted from the finest 100 % Weber Blue Agave 
and is carefully distilled in small batches at Hacienda Patrón distillery 
in Jalisco, Mexico.
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CARAMBA!



 VODKA 

DEVIL’S SPRINGS VODKA  6 
MARYLAND 
Devil‘s Springs Vodka is somewhat notorious for its extremely high 
proof. While great for mixing stron cocktails, it‘s also perfect for 
creating your own flavored vodkas. Experiment with lavender, citrus 
rind, herbal teas, chili peppers, horseradish, dried fruits.

TITO’S HANDMADE VODKA 8 
TEXAS 
Tito‘s Handmade Vodka has notes of roasted corn, white pepper. 
Distilled from corn and is certified Gluten-Free.

PICK SIX VODKA  8 
NEW YORK 
The Pick Six name and imagery is steeped in the rich history of  
Saratoga Springs. Created using a non-GMO, neutral grain spirit 
that is six times distilled and naturally gluten free. All natural water 
supply is drawn from a well to produce the finest, cleanest spirit 
money can buy.

BLUE ICE AMERICAN  
POTATO VODKA 8 
IDAHO 
Sweet and slightly oily mouthfeel and a little thick on the tongue, 
heavy body, with a crisp, mild bite. A slight warming as it goes down 
the throat, no burn. Very smooth. It is not as thick as some vodkas 
but this one comes by it naturally no glycerin, citric acid or thicken-
ers added. Just an honest vodka. 

SPRING 44  8 
COLORADO 
Initially slightly sweet, the aroma settles beautifully into hints of  
slate and rainwater. Nicely dry up front with an essence of grain.  
An amazing creaminess with a velvety texture and a depth on the 
mid-palate. Finish is long with corn sweetness.

CROP ORGANIC MEYER  
LEMON VODKA 9 
CALIFORNIA 
A refreshing twist on citrus vodka, it is the perfect balance between 
the sweet and tart flavors of a Meyer lemon. Wonderful with club 
soda, or in a Cosmo.

CROP ORGANIC  
ARTISANAL  9 
CALIFORNIA 
This is clear in color with a generally neutral aroma, but the palate  
is surprisingly full of anise flavor. It‘s almost like a light gin, with 
grapefruit peel, coriander and ginger on the finish.

TOMMY ROTTER   9 
BUFFALO, NY
Award winning, charcoal filtered, small batched, sweetfinish.

ALB VODKA  10 
ALBANY, NY 
Gluten free, obsessively filtered, clean polished finish.

DEATH’S DOOR VODKA   11 
WISCONSIN
A touch sweet and quite smooth with the alcohol warming you  
nicely and tingling the tongue. Pleasant wheat and notes to it,  
almost a ghost of cereal taste with a little chocolate and toast  
to the flav. Nice medium-length finish.

BARR HILL VODKA 16 
VERMONT 
Notes of honey that are soft and elegant. Hints of vanilla and pepper 
on the finish with a crisp texture.
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 RUM 

MONTAUK BELLAMY  
SPICED RUM 1) 9 
NEW YORK 
Bellamy showcases a complex blend of vanilla bean, allspice, citrus, 
and other natural ingredients. You’re first met with a vanilla aroma 
that only adds to your first sip, which is immediately followed by a 
spiced and citrusy goodness.

MONTAUK SUNBURN  
CINNAMON FLAVORED RUM 1) 9 
NEW YORK 
Warm and tangy treat for the tongue and taste buds. Using only 
the finest spirits and hand-selected natural flavors, Sunburn awak-
ens the senses, leaving you with the warm afterglow of the Mon-
tauk sunset.

MONTAUK BLACK SAIL RUM 1)  10 
NEW YORK 
This full-bodied rum is matured in a wooden oak cask for four  
years. It is produced entirely in traditional pot distills and made 
from caramelized sugar or molasses. Black Sail has a lot of  
character and flavor than many of its counterparts.

JOURNEYMAN  
ROADS END RUM 1) 11 
MICHIGAN 
Roads End Rum is reminiscent of early 20th century Jamaican 
rums. Although produced as rum industrial (molasses based rums), 
this rum walks the line of rhum agricole (sugar case based rums) 
with its robust profile. Excellent for cocktails or simply sipping neat. 

TRADER VIC‘S SPICED RUM 1) 12 
CALIFORNIA 
Founded by Victor J. Bergeron in 1930, this rum has big and bold 
notes of baking spice, vanilla, and other botanicals, giving it a  
unique flavor profile. You will be able to taste all of these flavors in 
their full glory. It‘s spicy yet smooth, with just the right amount of 
sweetness to make it enjoyable on its own or as an ingredient in a 
delicious mixed cocktail.

MONTANYA AGED  
RUM ORO 80 12 
COLORADO 
This dark run ages one year or more in American White Oak  
barrels from Colorado’s Can Whiskey House. Expect notes of  
red chili, coffee, caramel, vanilla, pineapple, and chocolate.

OWNEY’S NEW YORK CITY 1)   13 
NEW YORK
Sugar Cane, Baking Spices, Nuttiness, Minerality.

MONTAUK NAVY  
STRENGTH RUM 1) 13 
NEW YORK 
Offers a bevy of aromatic notes including dried fruit cake, leather, 
oak spice, cinnamon clove, and vanilla. On the palate, as expected,  
molasses notes exhibit significant complexity – from burnt and 
sweet caramel.

BAYOU MARDI GRAS XO RUM 16 
LOUISIANA
Matured in bourbon barrels for up to 6 years using the Solera aging 
method and partially finished in sherry barrels. A deep mahogany 
complexion with a stone fruit, plum and sandalwood on the nose, 
this complex spirit delivers orange marmalade and dark stone fruit 
with bursts of black currant and tupelo honey.
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 BRANDY 

CONCIERE AMERICAN  
DISTILLING CO. BRANDY 1)  6 
UTAH 
A delicately clean and dry brandy with notes of caramel, wine, oak 
and dried apricot.

KORBEL VSOP GOLD  
RESERVE BRANDY 1) 7 
TEXAS 
Korbel Gold Reserve VSOP (Very Special Old Pale) Brandy is aged 
exclusively in premium oak barrels for over two years and has the 
richness, complexity, and smoothness best savored from a snifter. 
Both white and red grapes are harvested at night to make sure the 
grapes arrive cool to the distillery. Cool grapes help us to make a 
brandy base wine which captures the natural fruit essences found 
in California grapes.

HANGAR ONE  
BENTWING BRANDY 1)  11 
CALIFORNIA 
A blend of French brandy made in the Chenin Blanc style blended 
with subtle floral brandy distilled from a blend of varietals grown in 
California. The brandy is then finished in American whiskey bar-
rels to lend a rich vanilla and caramel flavor to the already nuanced 
complexity found in the brandy.

ARGONAUT DISTILLING  
COMPANY SPECULATOR  
CALIFORNIA BRANDY 1) 11 
CALIFORNIA 
At 86 proof, Speculator offers bright green apple, ripe pear, apricot 
and stone fruit, honeysuckle and orange blossom, nutmeg and  
clove, chamomile, golden raisin, tropical notes of ripe banana and 
pineapple.

JOURNEYMAN DISTILLERY  
FINE GIRL BRANDY 1) 14 
MICHIGAN 
Fine Girl Brandy gets its start as Vidal Blanc grapes from St. Julian 
Winery, just up the road. The resulting wine is distilled to concen-
trate the alcohol and flavors before aging in Journeyman barrels. 
The result is a full-flavored brandy that sweetly blends the complex 
flavors of oak and grapes.

BLACK DIRT  
APPLE JACK BRANDY 1) 9 
NEW YORK 
The Black Dirt Applejack is made from New York apples and aged 
for a minimum of four years in new charred American oak barrels. 
Both the nose and palate offer pronounce notes of fresh, sweet 
apples accompanied by subtle notes of caramel, cinnamon and  
honey. The lingering finish is accentuated by hints of oak and  
baking spice.

ST. GEORGE  
RASPBERRY BRANDY 1)  18 
CALIFORNIA 
Crafted from raspberries you could find in the dark, St. George 
Raspberry Brandy is intensely ripe, lush, and focused. Our goal in 
making unaged fruit brandies is to take an olfactory snapshot to 
capture exactly what the raw material smells like at its peak of  
ripeness. Our pear and raspberry brandy do just that; these  
extraordinary unaged fruit spirits are perfectly clean and clear,  
but the flavor and aromatics go all the way up to 11.

GERMAIN-ROBIN  
FLAGSHIP BRANDY 1) 21 
CALIFORNIA 
The ultimate expression of California Brandy, based on the highest 
standards in spirits making and decades of innovation in pursuit of 
the best spirits possible. Germain-Robin Core is based around the 
California-grown Colombard grapes, a standard in traditional  
brandy making. Distilled exclusively in Pruhlo Charentais Pot Stills 
and aged in Limousin Oak Barrels, Germain-Robin highlights the 
flavors that make California Brandy one of the most sought after 
aged spirits. Germain-Robin is met with a nose of oak spice and 
fruit.

GERMAIN-ROBIN 7 YR.  
AGED CALIFORNIA  
ALAMBIC BRANDY 25 
Germain-Robin Core is based around the California-grown Colom-
bard grapes, a standard in traditional brandy making. Distilled ex-
clusively in Pruhlo Charentais Pot Stills and aged in Limousin Oak 
Barrels, Germain-Robin highlights the flavors that make California 
Brandy one of the most sought after aged spirits. Met with a nose 
of oak spice and fruit, the fruit forward notes of apple and pear are 
lightly accented with honeysuckle and cherry blossom, giving way 
to a rich apricot and peach. Well integrated toasted oak gives light 
accents of cinnamon and brown sugar.

LAIRD’S 10TH GENERATION  
APPLE BRANDY 1) 30 
NEW JERSEY 
Laird‘s is America‘s oldest distillery and their 10th generation has 
just begun his tenure at the company. To celebrate this major  
milestone they‘ve released a special 5 year old edition of their  
classic bottled in bond apple brandy. It‘s a little richer and more  
polished than the classic BIB expression – perfect for sipping or 
mixing.
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 GIN 

WORMWOOD GIN 6 
NEW YORK 
Distilled from a high rye thin mash with local NY rye and corn in 
small batches at the Brooklyn distillery. Fermenting on the grain 
and then distilling with fresh grains suspended in the column make 
for a unique buttery corn and spicy rye profile.

POLLINATOR GIN  6 
NEW YORK 
A grain-to-grass spirit distilled from non-GMO NY State corn and 
our wildflower honey, then infused with juniper berries and pollina-
tor-friendly botanicals such as verbena, chamomile, and angelica. 

BLUE COAT AMERICAN  
DRY GIN   7 
PENNSYLVANIA 
While London Dry gins are typically dominated by juniper flavoring, 
Bluecoat presents a complex, yet light and refreshing citrus blend, 
comprising primarily of sweet citrus and lemon peels.

PERRY’S TOT NAVY STRENGTH 7 
NEW YORK 
Juniper at the fore, with a spice and citrus led mid-palate. There’s 
lots of literal white grapefruit here, but also some coriander, cinna-
mon and cardamom. Towards the late palate the spirit recedes with 
bitter orange and coriander. The finish is quite long lasting with a 
pleasant, primarily bitter orange driven warmth, with a hint of  
herbaceous juniper and pine resin.

BLUE COAT ELDERFLOWER  
DRY GIN   9 
PENNSYLVANIA 
The infusion of organic elderflower through a maceration process 
gives our classic American Dry Gin a light floral taste and heady 
fragrance.

DOROTHY PARKER DRY GIN –  
SMALL BATCH 88 9 
NEW YORK 
A blend of traditional and contemporary botanicals including juniper 
and elderberries, citrus, cinnamon, and hibiscus – is as delicious in 
a Gin & Tonic as it is in a Gin Daisy.

CHIEF GOWANUS DRY GIN  
TRADITIONAL  
NEW NETHERLANDS   9 
NEW YORK 
Spicy rye and Cluster hops come through, along with the juniper, 
but the cask maturation does its job. There are no sharp edges 
here, Blueberries, Jelly Babies, pepper and anise together creates 
unique gin.

DOROTHY PARKER  
ROSE PETAL GIN  9 
NEW YORK 
A fun and fanciful variation on the original that is achieved all  
naturally through an infusion of red and pink rose petals and 
crushed elderberries – one of the core botanicals in the gin. In addi-
tion to a vibrant hue, the lively aroma and flavor of floral rose com-
pliments existing hibiscus notes and results in a gently sweet and 
creamy finish.

AMERICAN DRY GIN –  
GREENHOOK GINSMITHS 9 
NEW YORK 
The main punch comes from juniper (naturally) but with a cre-
ative twist. Nine botanicals are added to a base spirit distilled from 
organic grown wheat. The uniqueness of the distillation process 
creates a bright, vibrant and nuanced gin that is a perfect balance 
between herbal, floral and citrus components with elderflower, cin-
namon and chamomile. It’s a mix unlike any other.

PINE BARRENS  
BARREL RESERVE BOTANICAL  
DRY GIN   9 
NEW YORK 
Distilled from Local Long Island Potatoes, 28 Fruits, Botanicals and 
aged at least 6 months in X-Pine Barrens American Single Malt 
Casks.

1911 GIN   9 
NEW YORK 
1911 Gin starts with a triple distilled small batch vodka, which is sent 
through a copper pot still for one more round. It’s this final trip that 
turns an already unique vodka into amazing gin, as steam vapor  
infuses with a botanical blend that includes citrus, coriander, juniper 
and other ‘special’ ingredients. The final product is a complex, dry, 
delicate flavor that is memorable.

ST. GEORGE TERROIR GIN 11 
NEW YORK 
A forest in your glass—profoundly lush and aromatic, with ul-
tra-woodsy notes of Douglas fir, California bay laurel, sage, and a 
hint of citrus..

OLD TOM GIN – 
GREENHOOK GINSMITHS 12 
NEW YORK 
Greenhook’s full-bodied expression is crafted from pot distilled  
corn, juniper, and botanicals inspired by the spice trade of the 
1900’s. Aged for two years in bourbon casks before being finished 
in Oloroso Sherry casks.

TOMMYROTTER CASK  
STRENGTH BOURBON  
BARREL GIN   13 
NEW YORK 
Aged for six months in new charred American oak barrels, look  
for a bright copper penny color and mild all spice-laced scent. The  
palate is front-loaded with spicy cinnamon and cayenne, finishing 
with sarsaparilla vanilla.

BROOKLYN GIN 15 
NEW YORK 
Distilled using locally purchased fruit and a base spirit made from 
100% American corn that is sourced from small farms.

→ OVERVIEW
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 DIVERSE 

GAETANO SAMBUCA  5 
It‘s a unique blend of essences derived from Sambucus Nigra  
berries and star Anise.

DU BOUCHETT AMARETTO H) 5 
Amaretto-flavored liquor with a characteristic almond taste  
made in USA.

RYAN’S IRISH STYLE  
CREAM LIQUEUR 1) 5) G)  5 
Made with dairy-fresh cream, rich chocolate, natural vanilla, and the 
finest imported Irish Whiskey for a critically-acclaimed taste.

KAMORA COFFEE LIQUEUR  1) 5) 5 
Rich coffee with notes of vanilla and caramel, creamy, roasted coffee 
with sweet cream.

FABRIZIA BLOOD  
ORANGE LIQUEUR  1)  5 
The flavor mix is of candied orange slices and lightly bitter orange 
peel. The finish is warm and clean.

CAPTAIN MORGAN  
COCONUT RUM 9 
The world’s best-selling Caribbean inspired rum with  
natural coconut flavor.

CRIMSON AMARO 13 
A smooth violet tinted root digestive made in Upstate New York.

ST. GEORGE ABSINTHE VERTE 15 
A heady, herbaceous smack to the senses. Opens with spicy black 
licorice, slowly evolves into citrus and grass profiles with a dose of 
sarsaparilla. It’s rich and viscous on the palate. 

→ OVERVIEW
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BEER,   
CIDER & 
SELTZER



MILLER LITE A1) A2) 7 

SHINER BOCK –  
DARK LAGER A1) A2) 8

HARD SELTZER  
TRULY –  8  
PINEAPPLE 
MANGO 
WATERMELON 
PASSIONFRUIT

ANGRY ORCHARD  
CIDER O)  8

YUENGLING- 
TRADITIONAL LAGER A1) A2) 8

BLUE MOON A1) A2) 8

BROOKLYN LAGER A1) A2) 9

BROOKLYN HOP  
COMMANDER IPA A1) A2) 9

ITHACA FLOWER  
POWER ALE-IPA A1) A2) 9

SIERRA NEVADA IPA A1) A2) 9

SAMUAL ADAMS –  
BOSTON LAGER A1) A2) 9

KONA BIG WAVE  
BLOND ALE A1) A2) 10

→ OVERVIEW
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SOFTDRINKS 
& WATER



SARATOGA – NY 
SPARKLING/STILL  
12 OUNCE  6 
SPARKLING/STILL  
28 OUNCE  10 

COCA-COLA 1) 5) 6 
CLASSIC 1) 5)  
DIET 1) 3) 4) 5)

FANTA ORANGE 1) 2)  6

SPRITE   6 
CLASSIC 
ZERO  

Q 2) 6)   6  
GINGER ALE 
GINGER BEER 
SPECTACULAR TONIC 
CLASSIC TONIC 
ELDERFLOWER TONIC 
CLUB SODA 
SODA WATER

TROPICANA  7  
APPLE 
ORANGE 
CRANBERRY 
PINEAPPLE

CELSIUS  
ENERGY DRINK  1) 5) 5A) 6) 7) 6
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HOT 
DRINKS



TEA   4 
DIFFERENT FLAVORS  

COFFEE  4 
SINGLE SHOT 

HOT CHOCOLATE G)   4

ESPRESSO 5)   4

DOUBLE ESPRESSO 5)   5

AMERICANO 5) 5 
DOUBLE SHOT

CAFÉ AU LAIT 5) G)   5

CAPPUCCINO 5) G)   5

LATTE 5) G)    6

LATTE MACCHIATO 5) G)   6

MOCHACCINO 5) G)   6

→ OVERVIEW
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WINES



DEAR 
GUEST,
please enjoy this selection of organic and sustainably produced wines. 
From Barbera from Mendocino to Zinfandel from Lodi, from reds and 
whites to rosés and sparkling wines – whatever goes into your glass, all 
wines are made in the USA.

This wine selection was curated by Mark Guillaudeu, 
the Best USA Sommelier 2022.

OVERVIEW WINES

→ BY THE GLASS 
→ BOTTLED
 → SPARKLING
 → WHITE
 → ROSÉ
 → RED



 VINEYARDS  
 OF STYLE 
 
SUSTAINABLE 
While very much the buzz- and by-word in the world of wine amidst a 
warming climate, unfortunately the term ‚sustainable‘ is poorly regulat-
ed with very many competing certifications nationally and worldwide. The 
best of them fall very much in line with the styles outlined below, while  
the worst of them offer little more than greenwashing while changing 
very little materially when it comes to carbon emissions or earth-friendly 
farming. The best of the best are renegades like Steve Matthiasson and 
Mimi Casteel, wary of the many regimes imposed by things like organic 
certification yet still farming with both eyes on the earth and long term 
health of the land.

ORGANIC 
Organic farming is quintessentially about what isn‘t done in the vineyard 
– certain synthetic pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides are banished 
from the vineyard in favor of natural or organic alternatives – using ma-
nure or nitrogen-replenishing cover crops instead of petroleum-derived 
nitrogen fertilizer, for example. Because they do not use these broad- 
spectrum chemicals organic farming is much kinder to the land and the 
life within and on it, but can at times mean a larger carbon impact because 
of the need to spray more frequently than with the more potent (and  
destructive) synthetic versions.

BIODYNAMIC 
Originally outlined by philosopher Rudolf Steiner in a series of lectures  
in 1926, then expanded on and systematised by Maria Thun in the 1940s. 
Biodynamics is a further step beyond organics, not only regulating what 
may not go into the vineyard, but also further requiring certain ancient 
homeopathic remedies to promote vigor and fight disease. It can often 
seek a natural harmony with the cycles of the stars and planets, but its 
impact on wine quality is now undeniable, with multiple studies confirming 
that biodynamic wines have greater complexity besides a more profound 
sense of place.

REGENERATIVE 
Incorporating elements of both organic and biodynamic farming, the  
principles behind regenerative farming minimize the negative impact of 
farming but actually use that farming as a way of not only restoring but 
enhancing the land, leaving it in a healthier, more biodiverse and long-
term healthier state than it would have been if left fallow.

NO-TILL 
Often a part of regenerative, organic, or biodynamic viticulture no-till  
refuses to disturb the soil with its concomittant destruction of the com-
plex webs of fungal, microbial, and inverterbrate life therein. It has been 
documented that should every acre of agricultural land in the world  
convert to this system, the carbon captured and stored by that life in the 
soil is capable of absorbing more than our total annual output of CO2 – 
which is to say that through no-till farming we do not lack the means to 
end global warming – we lack only the will. A farming method for the  
brave and unafraid, these yield some of the most balanced, earth-forward 
wines around.

DRY-FARMED 
Dry farming is a close cousin of no-till farming, in that it refuses to deplete  
natural reservoirs through irrigation and instead grows vines in ways and 
places that allow them to use only the natural rainfall of their region. 
Expect wines of greater concentration and sense of place, as the vines 
struggle a bit more than when irrigated and yield higher complexity as a 
result.

„NATURAL“ WINE 
The ever-buzzy and doozy of a category, natural wine often (but not  
always) means wine fermented with native yeasts (from the vineyard, not 
a laboratory), with minimal oak, oftentimes minimal natural sulfur, and  
typically from vineyards farmed in greater harmony with the earth.  
Beyond those broad guidelines, it is a vast and open country that em-
braces some of the greatest wines of the world (like Domaine Romanée- 
Conti) and is ever more popular from California to New York and beyond.
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BY 
THE 
GLASS



SPARKLING
 SPARKLING RIESLING 
 
HERMANN J  
WIEMER BRUT 0.2L 22
METHODE CHAMPENOISE  
ESTATE 
SENECA LAKE, NEW YORK
The newest release of Extra Brut! This wine is made with 100 % Riesling. 
Showing notes of lemon curd and yellow apple, this wine has refreshing  
acidity with fine bubbles and subtle minerality.

 SPARKLING ROSÉ 
 
CHEPIKA 0.2L 19
PETILLANT NATUREL 
FINGER LAKES, NEW YORK
This varietal Catawba pét-nat is produced by Pascaline Lepeltier MS and 
winemaker Nathan Kendall in the heart of New York’s Finger Lakes region. 
Mouthwatering, tart, and low-ABV, this effervescent bottle bursts with fla-
vors of stone fruit and citrus. This bottle is to be considered the perfect 
early afternoon wine. 

WHITE
 SAUVIGNON BLANC 
 
BONTERRA 0.2L 12
BONTERRA  
ORGANIC ESTATES 
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
This lively Sauvignon Blanc opens with the unmistakable aroma of  
grapefruit, woven over an exotic thread of kumquat, cherimoya, mango  
and passionfruit. The expressive nose gives way to a crisp and lively palate, 
culminating in a mouthwatering finish.

 RIESLING 
 
BROOKS 0.2L 15
BROOKS ESTATE VINEYARD 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
White peach, Starfruit, Peach Blossom, Meyer Lemon, Pineapple, Tanger-
ine. This dry Alsatian blend pairs perfectly with sunshine. Expressive floral 
and stone fruit notes flow into a zippy, Meyer lemon finish.

 PINOT GRIGIO 
 
NOBLE VINES 0.2L 14
NOBLE VINES WINERY 
MONTEREY COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
This cheerful Pinot Grigio exhibits bright aromas of freshly-squeezed  
citrus, green apple, pear and orange blossom. Medium-bodied with a round 
mid-palate and crisp acidity, this wine offers distinguished flavors of lemon 
curd, white peach, ripe cantaloupe and a touch of minerality on the palate, 
before extending into a lingering finish.

 CHARDONNAY 
 
LINDA VISTA 0.2L 19
MATTHIASSON VINEYARD 
NAPA, CALIFORNIA
Golden Delicious apples, yellow peaches, musk melon, and honey greet  
the nose and persist through to the palate. Medium acidity is balanced by 
pleasant fleshiness, finishing very clean with a hint of minerality.

ROSÉ
ELIZABETH  
SPENCER 0.2L 16
ROSE OF GRENACHE 
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Grown on the famed Talmage Bench outside of Ukiah, this old-vine, organi-
cally-farmed Grenache is gently pressed and yields subtle white cherry and 
tropical fruits in the glass. A perfect aperitif with the crispness for ceviche 
and the structure for beef tartare.

RED
 PINOT NOIR 
 
BROOKS 0.2L 15
HOPEWELL ESTATE 
WILLAMETTE, OREGON
Biodynamically no-till dry-farmed – rarely do the farming stars align in  
such a way! The team at Brooks has been pushing the envelope for  
decades, and now produce a world-class lineup of brilliant Pinots among 
many others. Clones come into play with their wines more than many – 
and the power of Dijon clones 777 and Pommard come into the  
foreground here, with subtle spice and perfume from the old Swiss (and 
Willamette!) Wadenswil clones providing lift and balance. Think black  
cherries meet mace and rooibos tea in a forest, swaddled in elegance. 

PORTER CREEK 0.2L 26
RUSSIAN RIVER ESTATE 
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
Biodynamic since long before it was in vogue, at the time when the rest of 
the Russian River was chasing ripeness and extraction George (and later, 
Alex) Davis stayed the course, making wines in a classic, restrained, old-
world style. This wine comes from one of the original vineyards planted by 
Alex‘s father and now grows 45+ year old Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.

 ZINFANDEL 
 
END OF NOWHERE 0.2L 14
PHANTOM LIMB 
SIERRA FOOTHILLS, CALIFORNIA
Carbonic Zinfandel is certainly not your typical California Zinfandel. A far 
cry from the heavy, jammy, and hot stereotype, this is refreshing and  
delicious. Sourced from the Baldinelli Vineyard in Shenandoah AVA, the  
soils are sandy loam.

 CABERNET 
 
ALEXANDER  
VALLEY 0.2L 15
ALEXANDER VALLEY  
VINEYARDS 
SONOMA, CALIFORNA
This is classic Alexander Valley Cabernet Sauvignon with medium body, 
great fruit flavors and smooth, structured tannins. In the glass there are 
lush flavors of cherry, cassis, blackberry, and chocolate. This is an elegant 
Cabernet Sauvignon with great balance and a long, lingering finish.

 GRENACHE BLENDS 
 
CEP  0.2L 19
PEAY VINEYARDS 
SONOMA COAST, CALIFORNIA
The Peay‘s began farming this remote parcel organically in Annapolis, just 
a few miles off the Pacific coast, in the early 1990s. A fog-kissed site that 
grows some of the coldest climate syrah and roussanne in north America, 
their Chardonnays routinely give Puligny-Montrachet a run for its money in 
crystalline precision and purity of fruit. This wine gives you the best of both 
worlds – French style and restrained California fruit.

→ OVERVIEW
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BOTTLED
SPARKLING
WINES



SPARKLING
 SPARKLING RIESLING 
 
PÉTILLANT NATUREL  
OF CATAWBA  
(PET NAT) 0.75L 55
CHËPÍKA 
FINGER LAKES, NEW YORK
A collaboration between world-renowned sommelier Pascaline Lepelti-
er and Nathan Kendall, the Chëpika project highlights the possibilities that 
come when our idea of fine wine is expanded to include native and hy-
brid varieties – all of which can be farmed with much less intervention 
than classic European vinifera varieties. While a typical vineyard might 
be sprayed anywhere from 5 – 15 times during the season, these native 
grapes can often make it to harvest without a single treatment. While lit-
tle-known today, Catawba was the backbone of the American wine indus-
try in the 19 th century and produced the first American wines awarded on 
the world stage.

 
ROSE OF PINOTS 0.75L 75
DUNDEE HILLS 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
Jason Lett‘s experiment in pétillant naturel (fermented once as opposed 
to the more famous two-fermentation style of Champagne) blends Pinot 
Noir, Pinot Blanc, and the Swiss Chasselas grape for a wine as much about 
easy quaffing and red cherry fruit as it is about savoriness and earth.

 
VIN CALAVERAS 0.75L 130
MONDEUSE 
SIERRA FOOTHILLS, CALIFORNIA
From the perennially anti-establishment Matthew Rorick this sparkling 
Mondeuse (an old Savoie/Swiss grape better known for being a member of 
Syrah‘s family tree), this wine gives some of the best sparkling wines a run 
for their money with lifted white floral aromas behind salty, limestone min-
erality. 
ANALEMMA 0.75L 180
ATAVUS VINEYARD  
BLANC DE NOIRS 
COLUMBIA GORGE, OREGON
From the biodynamic Analemma estate in the Columbia Gorge, this 100 % 
pinot noir is made with Champagne clearly in mind. Resting on lees over 
four years as many of the finest grower-producer offerings, the Atavus 
shows that American sparkling wine is entering a new age of refinement – 
and deliciousness!

 
GRANDE CUVÉE MÉTHODE  
CHAMPENOISE 0.75L 185
THE RACINES  
SANTA RITA HILLS 
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
No surprise that when one of the great Champagne growers, Rodolphe 
Péters, came to Santa Barbara that he found a particularly cool site on 
which to make world-class sparkling wine. This is one of the finest bubblies 
made in California, with its Champenois pedigree on full display. 100 % or-
ganically grown Chardonnay.

 
50TH ANNIVERSARY  
CUVEE CARNEROS 0.75L 245
ZD WINES 
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
To commemorate 50 years of organic farming in the heart of Napa, ZD 
produced this blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir from their estate in 
Carneros and aged it for almost 6 years before release. A healthy portion 
of wood and a high portion of Pinot Noir make this a wine to rival the rich 
texture and generous toast of classic houses like Alfred Gratien or even 
Bollinger.

 RACINES 
 
GRANDE RESERVE  
CUVEE 0.75L 180
SANTA RITA HILLS 
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
The Grand Reserve cuvée is a sparkling Blanc deBlanc traditional method 
consisting of 100 % Chardonnay. The 2018 vintage base also includes 15 % 
Reserve wines from the 2017 harvest, and blends various terroirs from the 
Sta Rita Hills.

→ OVERVIEW
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BOTTLED
WHITE
WINES



WHITE
 SAUVIGNON BLANC 
 
HAPPY CANYON 0.75L 48
STAR LANE VINEYARD 
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
Biodynamically farmed in an area of Santa Barbara better known for its 
Bordeaux grapes than its pinot noir, the Star Lane Sauvignon Blanc has 
just a touch of Semillon‘s green fig and creamy texture, backed up by  
white grapefruit and explosive stone fruit.

BONTERRA 0.75L 60
BONTERRA  
ORGANIC ESTATES 
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
This lively Sauvignon Blanc opens with the unmistakable aroma of  
grapefruit, woven over an exotic thread of kumquat, cherimoya, mango  
and passionfruit. The expressive nose gives way to a crisp and lively palate, 
culminating in a mouthwatering finish.

ELIZABETH SPENCER 0.75L 78
SPENCER WINERY 
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
For many years now, California producers of Sauvignon Blanc have  
shunned the crisp, green, herbaceous aromas for which the variety is 
known in France. In the cooler hills of the Talmage Bench outside Ukiah  
in Mendocino, those delightfully herbal aromas are embraced – but never 
far from the California backbone of rich tropical and stone fruit.

ARNOTS-ROBERTS 0.75L 95
RANDLE HILL VINEYARD 
YORKVILLE HIGHLANDS,  
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Just about the closest you can come to Sancerre in style, this is a steely, 
focused Sauvignon Blanc from the high-elevation vineyards of the Yorkville 
Highlands in Mendocino. Think perfectly ripe peach meets lemon verbena 
with a salty undercurrent and you‘re on the right track, this wine is enriched 
by subtle toast and rounded texture from its time spent in old French oak.

OAKED SAUVIGNON 0.75L 95
ZD WINES 
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
One of the early adopters of organic farming in the Valley back in the 
1990s, this is a classic Napa Fumé Blanc, with ripe tropical fruit held in  
perfect tension with toasted oak and vanilla. Bright acidity for the start  
of the meal, weight and texture to carry through to the end this wine is  
an incredibly versatile partner at table.

 RIESLING 
 
BROOKS 0.75L 62   
BROOKS ESTATE VINEYARD 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
White peach, Starfruit, Peach Blossom, Meyer Lemon, Pineapple, Tanger-
ine. This dry Alsatian blend pairs perfectly with sunshine. Expressive floral 
and stone fruit notes flow into a zippy, Meyer lemon finish.

 PINOT GRIGIO 
 
PINOT GRIS 0.75L 85
EYRIE VINEYARD 
DUNDEE HILLS, OREGON
This is classic Alexander Valley Pinot Gris with medium body, great fruit fla-
vors and smooth, structured tannins. In the glass there are lush flavors of 
cherry, cassis, blackberry, and chocolate. This is an elegant Pinot Gris with 
great balance and a long, lingering finish.

 CHARDONNAY 
 
LINDA VISTA 0.75L 82
MATTHIASSON VINEYARD 
NAPA, CALIFORNIA
Golden Delicious apples, yellow peaches, musk melon, and honey greet  
the nose and persist through to the palate. Medium acidity is balanced by 
pleasant fleshiness, finishing very clean with a hint of minerality. 

PEAY 0.75L 95
PEAY VINEYARDS 
SONOMA COAST, CALIFORNIA
The Peay‘s began farming this remote parcel organically in Annapolis, just 
a few miles off the Pacific coast, in the early 1990s. A fog-kissed site that 
grows some of the coldest climate syrah and roussanne in north America, 
their Chardonnays routinely give Puligny-Montrachet a run for its money in 
crystalline precision and purity of fruit. This wine gives you the best of both 
worlds – French style and restrained California fruit.

DIERBERG 0.75L 95
DIERBERG VINEYARDS 
SANTA MARIA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Biodynamically farmed, the Dierberg‘s have been making cool-climate 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir since the late 1990s. Expect all that the Santa 
Barbara salt winds can bring with tropical pineapple fruit and well-balanced 
toasty oak.

DOMAINE ANDERSON 0.75L 115
DOMAINE ANDERSON ESTATE 
ANDERSON VALLEY,  
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Domaine Anderson is the California arm of the great Louis Roederer 
house, the single most important biodynamic farmer in all of Champagne. 
Their cool, coastal property – heavily influenced by the fog that rolls in off 
the Pacific just a few miles away – yields a style of Chardonnay that has 
much more in common with the wines of Burgundy than it does with the 
riper expressions found further south in California. Chiselled acidity and a 
core of golden apple fruit and well-balanced, toasty oak make this a  
versatile wine for any and every occasion.

PORTER-BASS 0.75L 120
RUSSIAN RIVER  
VALLEY ESTATE 
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
From a cooler pocket in the Russian River only nine miles from the Pacific 
ocean, these lean (or should we stay „classically-styled“?) wines from a  
vineyard planted in the early ‚80s, these are a glimpse into the more  
sensible, balanced future California can still achieve when the pursuit of 
fruit is abandoned in favor of poise and harmony.

AFFINITÉS 0.75L 130
NICOLAS-JAY ESTATE 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
From the biodynamic, own-rooted Bishop‘s Creek vineyard in Yamhill- 
Carlton and a touch of fruit from the cooler, wind-swept Eola-Amity Hills, 
this is as Burgundian as American Chardonnay can get: all flint and toast 
with a soft crème fraîche finish, all crisp golden fall apples and white  
blossom. Brilliant acidity drives the long finish. This wine can serve just  
as well at the start of the meal as it can throughout.

ADELSHEIM  
STAKING CLAIM 0.75L 130
CHEHALEM VINEYARD 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
One of the second generation of Willamette Valley winegrowers, the  
style of Chardonnay at Adelsheim has finally come into its own. Using Bur-
gundian clones and older vines in a fresher style mean these wines show in 
the glass like Chassagne-Montrachet with all its bright fruit and flinty min-
erality.

PORTER CREEK 0.75L 160
GEORGE’S HILL VINEYARD 
RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Biodynamic since long before it was in vogue, at the time when the rest of 
the Russian River was chasing ripeness and extraction George (and later, 
Alex) Davis stayed the course, making wines in a classic, restrained, old-
world style. This wine comes from one of the original vineyards planted by 
Alex‘s father and now grows 45+ year old Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.

 VERMENTINO 
 
TENDU 0.75L 65
MATTHIASSON VINEYARD 
DUNNIGAN HILLS, CALIFORNIA
Bright and tangy, this wine from rockstar winemaker Steve Matthiasson 
carries with it all the beautiful texture and elevated stone fruit of the finest 
Ligurian examples. Dense but not weighty, with crisp acidity to balance and 
refresh.

 TROUSSEAU 
 
TROUSSEAU GRIS 0.75L 85
JOLIE-LAIDE 
SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Arguably the most iconic representation of this oft-underrepresented  
grape in California, Jolie-Laide‘s Trousseau Gris is equal parts orange, rosé, 
and red wine – a concundrum of complexity fit for all occasions at table 
and none, suited as much to quiet sunset contemplation as vivacious  
ining room table comradery. Layered and nuanced, this wine is a vision of 
the California yet-to-come, the sweetness of our sun against the savour  
of our soils.

 VIOGNIER 
 
VIOGNIER 0.75L 105
PEAY VINEYARDS 
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
From the fog-laden hills of Annapolis comes one of the most chiseled,  
precise and subtly floral examples of California viognier. With well-balanced 
oak, this wine is as much about perfume as it is about peaches and toast – 
with a fine, salty minerality to back.

 CHENIN BLANC 
 
HOPE WELL 0.75L 121
EOLA-AMITY HILLS 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
Mimi Casteel (of the family behind Bethel Heights) is the most sophisticat-
ed, eco-conscious, and precise farmer of grapes – and arguably, any crop 
– in the country. Her Hope Well property is an engineered ecosystem – 
where other farmers use chemicals and additives, Mimi uses carefully  
chosen forms of life for everything from moving minerals between layers  
of the soil (instead of tilling) to keeping the weeds at bay (dwarf sheep 
herded by a trained Alpaca). Think of her farming as beyond biodynamics, 
beyond no-till, and even beyond regenerative – yet it delivers some of the 
most intricate and compelling wines I‘ve tasted. Chenin Blanc and Pinot 
Noir have become her loves in the vineyard and this gorgeous red apple, 
chamomile laden wine shows how inspired by – but not beholden to – the 
wines of Vouvray she is. One of the absolute best Chenin Blancs made 
outside of France. 

→ OVERVIEW
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ELIZABETH  
SPENCER 0.75L 40
ROSE OF GRENACHE 
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Grown on the famed Talmage Bench outside of Ukiah, this old-vine, organi-
cally-farmed Grenache is gently pressed and yields subtle white cherry and 
tropical fruits in the glass. A perfect aperitif with the crispness for ceviche 
and the structure for beef tartare.

ROSÉ OF CATAWBA 0.75L 55
CHËPÍKA 
FINGER LAKES, NEW YORK
The name chēpika comes from the Lenape word for „roots“. Lenape was 
the language spoken by the Delaware tribe of Native Americans. The Dela-
ware grape variety was a major component of the world-renowned spar-
kling wines that emerged from the region in the 1800s, along with the 
Catawba grape, and others. These grape varieties are currently used pre-
dominantly in the mass production of sweet table wines and fruit juices. 
The chëpika sparkling wines are crafted in the ancestral method, relying  
exclusively on natural yeasts while keeping total sulfur under 10pm. The 
Delaware and Catawba grapes are grown organically and the wines are cre-
ated without the use of modern technology.

BLOOMER CREEK 0.75L 58
BARROW VINEYARD  
RIESLING (AMBER) 
FINGER LAKES, NEW YORK
The only certified organic producer in the Finger Lakes, this is Riesling very 
much in the style of the Alsatian greats like Domaine Zind-Humbrecht – 
full and savory, carefully farmed and fermented with wild yeast for added 
complexity, redolent of wildflower and the spiced flavors of fall.

THE FLOWER 0.75L 68
IDLEWILD 
BARBERA/DOLCETTO/ 
NEBBIOLO, MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Inspired many times by the flavors of Piemontese reds growing up and 
starting out, Sam Bilbro took the ultimate plunge and now makes wines 
from organic vineyards in Mendocino exclusively from Piemontese  
varieties, showing the beautiful diversity and potential of these cool hills  
in northern California.

VIN GRIS OF  
PINOT NOIR 0.75L 100
ROBERT SINSKEY VINEYARDS 
CARNEROS,  
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
The Robert Sinskey estate has been farming biodynamically since before 
it was a household term – all the way back to 1991. They view the entire 
farm as a complex, cohesive, living unit – great wine being but one part of 
it. Their vin gris is legendary for its texture and refinement – making the 
absolute best of the cool fog-influenced vineyards in Carneros and the 
intense minerality and balance that comes from their land-driven ecology. 
Expect a bit more richness in this „vin gris“ rather than rosé style – this is 
not your crush it and forget it rosé, but a serious wine for the table.

ROSÉ OF MENCÍA 0.75L 115
ANALEMMA WINERY 
COLUMBIA GORGE, OREGON
Regenerative and biodynamic from the outset, Analemma is one of the 
most exciting new projects in Oregon – not only because they‘re making 
some of the finest wines out of the Gorge but also because they‘re  
experimenting with grapes not usually seen in the states like this thrilling 
Mencía. Originally from the Cantabrian mountains of northern Spain, this 
distant cousin of Cabernet Franc has some of that same spicy,  
herbaceous character well known in its more famous kin, but with an  
undercurrent of umami and deep, plummy fruit.
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LA CLARINE FARMS 0.75L 49
WITTERS VINEYARDS 
SIERRA FOOTHILLS, CALIFORNIA
A „recovered biodynamic“ farmer, this is a truly exceptional property that 
practices Masanobu Fukuoka‘s famed no-till and minimal intervention  
farming – a sweet spot between biodynamics, permaculture, and no-till 
that leads to wines intensely evocative of these beautiful hills in the Sierras 
and wines made with effectively no manipulation, brimming with life and 
energy. This wine stands comfortably side by side with the greats of  
Beaujolais – the poise of Métras, the power of Foillard – in all its juicy  
exuberance.

 PINOT NOIR 
 
BROOKS 0.75L 75
HOPEWELL ESTATE 
WILLAMETTE, OREGON
Biodynamically no-till dry-farmed – rarely do the farming stars align in  
such a way! The team at Brooks has been pushing the envelope for  
decades, and now produce a world-class lineup of brilliant Pinots among 
many others. Clones come into play with their wines more than many – 
and the power of Dijon clones 777 and Pommard come into the  
foreground here, with subtle spice and perfume from the old Swiss (and 
Willamette!) Wadenswil clones providing lift and balance. Think black  
cherries meet mace and rooibos tea in a forest, swaddled in elegance.

DRUM CANYON  
VINEYARD 0.75L 115
DIERBERG DRUM  
CANYON VINEYARD 
SANTA MARIA VALLEY,  
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
Biodynamically farmed, this sea spray and spice-accented Pinot comes 
from their home vineyard in the cool Santa Maria Valley. Perfectly ripe 
cherry and red plum are backed up by notes of hibiscus and red tea,  
supported by judicious oak.

PORTER CREEK 0.75L 125
RUSSIAN RIVER ESTATE 
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
Biodynamic since long before it was in vogue, at the time when the rest of 
the Russian River was chasing ripeness and extraction George (and later, 
Alex) Davis stayed the course, making wines in a classic, restrained, old-
world style. This wine comes from one of the original vineyards planted by 
Alex‘s father and now grows 45+ year old Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.

VESPIDAE 0.75L 125
J.K. CARRIERE 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
An older bottling of Pinot Noir from a cooler vintage. The elegant lean red 
fruit is a lovely choice for the table. Winemaker Jim Prosser established 
the winery in 1999. He has a severe allergy to wasps (also known as  
Vespidae) and features the insect on the label.

PINOLI VINEYARD 0.75L 125
DOMAINE ANDERSON  
PINOLI VINYARD 
ANDERSON VALLEY,  
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Domaine Anderson is the California arm of the great Louis Roederer 
house, the single most important biodynamic farmer in all of Champagne.  
This cool coastal site yields wine laden with kombu and salt air on the  
finish behind crunchy, cool-climate pinot noir fruit. A stalwart of quality  
since its inception and biodynamically farmed for over a decade, the wines 
of Domaine Anderson are the vanguard of the best-yet-to-come in  
California. A wine of savour and versatility.

BREAKING GROUND 0.75L 130
ADELSHEIM VINEYARD 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
One of the first families of the Willamette Valley, David „The Pope“  
Adelsheim thought after 25 years it might be time to switch things up 
for a change – thus, the „Breaking Ground,“ the first new bottling from 
Adelsheim in decades. One of the pioneers of Chehalem Mountain, this is 
the balanced goldilocks zone of the Willamette – not quite the gossamer  
tannins of Eola-Amity, some of the fruit of Yamhill and more than dash 
the density of Dundee, this is a wine of exuberant hedonism. Violets and 
plums mingle with slight rose hip earthiness in one of the most beautifully 
balanced bottles of Pinot to be had. If you haven‘t tried the wines of Willa-
mette yet, this is your perfect starting point. 

BOHAN-DILLON 0.75L 130
HIRSCH VINEYARD 
FORT ROSS-SEAVIEW,  
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
A „young“-vine selection from the famed Hirsch ranch out in Fort Ross-
Seaview, this wine is blended from the youngest parcels (20 years at mini-
mum – a far cry from the rest of California‘s ‚young‘ vines) and the silkiest, 
smoothest barrels thereof. It‘s alluring fruit and gossamer texture invite 
youthful enjoyment as much as the exuberance of its fruit, but don‘t dis-
count its undercurrent of rich earth – as much from the varied marine and 
volcanic terroirs as its wind-whipped slopes – and no less still its incredibly 
precise biodynamic farming.

HOME VINEYARD 0.75L 188
CLOS SARON 
SIERRA FOOTHILLS, CALIFORNIA
When Gideon Beinstock left Renaissance in the 1990s, he set out to craft 
his own vision of world-class wine in the Sierra Foothills – and has been 
making legendary, minimal intervention, ethereal pinot noirs ever since. He 
even took the ambitious step of re-planting part of the vineyard on its own 
roots, and these now-old vines of Pinot, standing up like soldiers in the 
hills, vindicate his ambitions with every bottle.

POMARIUM ESTATE 0.75L 190
PEAY VINEYARDS 
WEST SONOMA COAST,  
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
Vanessa Wong makes some of the most structured, perfumed pinot noirs 
in California. The Pommarium is their most structured cuvée, offering rich 
structure to balance its elegant fruit and is named in honor of the apple  
orchards that once stood on their cool, Pacific coastal site.

WENDLING  
VINEYARD BLOCK 0.75L 233
LITTORAI WENDLING  
VINEYARD BLOCK E 
ANDERSON VALLEY,  
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Ted Lemon is one of the undisputed greats of the New California. Hired in 
1982 as the first American to manage a Burgundian domaine, his experience 
at Roulot shapes his subsequent winemaking philosophy – that great wine 
is made, first, in the vineyard. The Wendling vineyard is the northwestern-
most, most coastally-influenced, coolest vineyard in the whole of the  
Anderson Valley AVA, with all the concomittant sea brine and truffle  
flavors that entails. Expect chiselled acidity, deep savour, and salient fruit.

BISHOP’S CREEK  
VINEYARD 0.75L 275
NICOLAS-JAY 
YAMHILL-CARLTON,  
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
One of the last own-rooted vineyards in the Willamette Valley, Bishop’s 
Creek is biodynamically farmed by the even more dynamic duo of Jay 
Boberg (the music producer responsibly for signing into fame folk like  
the Dead Kennedys, R.E.M., and The Go-Go‘s) and Jean-Nicolas Méo  
(of Domaine Méo-Camuzet fame in Burgundy). With some of the finest 
fruit in the valley and the nuanced care of Jean-Nicolas it is no wonder  
this pair is producing some of the wines out of Willamette today. Blue 
plums meet red cherry against a pot pourri and red tea backdrop before 
finishing with the sweet compost aromas of land well-cared for.



RED
 ZINFANDEL 
 
END OF NOWHERE 0.75L 58
PHANTOM LIMB 
SIERRA FOOTHILLS, CALIFORNIA
Carbonic Zinfandel is certainly not your typical California Zinfandel. A far 
cry from the heavy, jammy, and hot stereotype, this is refreshing and  
delicious. Sourced from the Baldinelli Vineyard in Shenandoah AVA, the  
soils are sandy loam.

RUSSIAN RIVER 0.75L 111
LIMERICK LANE 
WEST SONOMA COAST,  
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
From old-vine vineyards planted at the beginning of the 1900s in this quiet 
corner of the Russian River comes this opulent and hedonistic Zinfandel 
positively exploding with ripe fruit and floral spice character, well framed by 
oak. If all Zins were this good, there‘d be no naysayers. 

 CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
 
RED MOUNTAIN  
ESTATE 0.75L 115
DOMAINE MAGDALENA,  
RED MOUNTAIN ESTATE 
RED MOUNTAIN COLUMBIA  
VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Welcome to the Ghost of Cabernet Future – own-rooted, biodynamically 
farmed Cabernet from one of the most famed terroirs of Washington – 
Red Mountain – fermented with native yeast and aged in all American,  
predominantly neutral oak so as not to shade the fruit and flavors of  
terroir. Even the bottle tells you from first glance that this is not your  
typical American Cabernet – Maggie chose to bottle in Burgundy bottles 
rather than the more traditional Bordeaux shape. This has been one of my 
favorite domestic wines I have tasted in the past few years and shows that 
sometimes, with the the right combination of people and place, you don‘t 
have to compromise.

SPENCER ESTATE 0.75L 122
ELIZABETH SPENCER,  
SPENCER ESTATE 
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
A wine of power from valley floor fruit, this wine is stunning with its densi-
ty, chew, and flinty finish surrounded by lush currants and blackberry fruit. 
This wine shows the heights achievable when the classic style of the Napa 
Valley is combined with world-class farming.

EVANGELHO VINEYARD  
HERITAGE RED 0.75L 135
BEDROCK WINE COMPANY 
SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
The brainchild of Morgan Twain-Peterson, MW, and Chris Cottrell these 
wines honor the traditions of Sonoma in all their glory – organic farming, 
whole-cluster fermentations, and native yeasts to generate wines of  
savour, perfume, and structure. The Bedrock Vineyard was originally plant-
ed in 1854 by none other than William Tecumseh Sherman (of „Sherman‘s 
March“ from Gone With the Wine, among other infamy) and consists of 
the old Italian heritage „mixed black“ planting – a field blend of fiery things 
like Zinfandel interspersed with Alicante Bouschet, Carignan, Mataro (the 
Mourvèdre of Provence) and many others. Except savor, balance, and  
concentrated fruit from these 125+ year old vines that speak as much to 
the many generations and legacies of California winemaking as they do to 
this old, bare rock site.

RUTHERFORD 0.75L 199
ZD WINES 
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
One of the early pioneers of integrated, organic farming in the Napa Valley, 
ZD has been certified organic since 1999 – but it doesn‘t stop there. They 
host owl boxes, bee hives, are largely solar powered and support other  
alternative energy sources as part of a total vision of sustainability. The  
wines show classic Napa style – rich plum fruit and dark chocolate oak 
with a hint of sage – but an enhanced mineral signature from their organic 
farming. 

 CABERNET FRANC 
 
WATSON RANCH 0.75L 125
ARNOT-ROBERTS 
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Light and elegant, this organically-farmed Cabernet Franc comes from a 
rare parcel of clay on limestone – sound familiar? This is the same recipe 
as some of the greatest Bordeaux produced in Saint Émilion, and this wine 
delivers that same serene sense of poise, where no element – fruit, spice, 
or wood – is out of balance but instead fits together in a vision of elegance 
and plums.

 GRENACHE BLENDS 
 
CEP  0.75L 78
PEAY VINEYARDS 
SONOMA COAST, CALIFORNIA
The Peay‘s began farming this remote parcel organically in Annapolis, just 
a few miles off the Pacific coast, in the early 1990s. A fog-kissed site that 
grows some of the coldest climate syrah and roussanne in north America, 
their Chardonnays routinely give Puligny-Montrachet a run for its money in 
crystalline precision and purity of fruit. This wine gives you the best of both 
worlds – French style and restrained California fruit.

SYRAH 0.75L 85
BEDROCK WINE COMPANY 
NORTH COAST, CALIFORNIA
As Rhône-inspired a Syrah as ever was made in California, this blend from 
across Sonoma County shows as much meat, black pepper, and olive  
tapenade as the finest offerings from Crozes-Hermitage or Saint-Joseph.

 FIELD BLENDS AND MORE 
 
QUEEN OF THE  
SIERRA BARBERA/ 
TROUSSEAU 0.75L 58
FORLORN HOPE 
SIERRA FOOTHILLS, CALIFORNIA
Ever the underdog, even the winery‘s name is a call to arms against  
mpossible odds – the old Dutch „verloorn hoop,“ meaning the band of  
soldiers who volunteered to be first into the fray against impossible odds. 
This wine is a blend of the smorgasbord of grapes grown in their estate  
Rorick Heritage vineyard – everything from Barbera to Tempranillo and 
Mondeuse in between. The wine is a lightning bolt of fresh, zippy fruit and 
dusty rocks from its combination of schist and limestone soils with a  
nuanced texture from its accomplished troop of cultivars. 

OLD VINE CARIGNAN 0.75L 77
PORTER CREEKY 
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA
Biodynamic superstar of the Russian River Valley, Porter Creek has long 
bucked the trends towards ever greater richness and ripeness, instead  
making wines of purity and focus. This old-vine (planted in 1939!)  
organically-farmed Carignan comes from a vineyard just outside Hopland 
in Mendocino and pays homage to northern California‘s Italian immigrant 
roots who brought everything from Barbera and (perhaps more famously) 
Zinfandel to these rugged hills. Bright acidity and crunchy tannins nested 
in tangy red fruit.

TROUSSEAU NOIR 0.75L 108
EYRIE VINEYARDS 
DUNDEE HILLS,  
WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
The famed, tangy, tough-to-grow red of the Jura in eastern France, Jason 
Lett became the first to plant the grape in Oregon in 2012. Bright and  
refreshing, light in body but full of complexity, this organically farmed,  
native yeast-fermented, no sulfur-added wine is as natural as they come – 
yet quintessentially refreshing. Soft tea and hibiscus aromas play joyfully 
with tangy white raspberry and loamy earth.

MENCÍA 0.75L 110
ANALEMMA WINERY 
COLUMBIA GORGE, OREGANO
Regenerative and biodynamic from the outset, Analemma is one of the 
most exciting new projects in Oregon – not only because they‘re making 
some of the finest wines out of the Gorge but also because they‘re  
experimenting with grapes not usually seen in the states like this thrilling 
Mencía. Originally from the Cantabrian mountains of northern Spain, this 
distant cousin of Cabernet Franc has some of that same spicy, herba-
ceous character well known in its more famous kin, but with an undercur-
rent of umami and deep, plummy fruit.
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ADDITIVES 
AND  
ALLERGENS
 
 

1)  contains colouring
2)  contains antioxidants
2a)  contains preservatives
3)  contains sweetener
4)  contains a source of phenylalanine
5)  contains caffeine
5a)  high caffeine content (32 mg / 100 ml)
6)  contains quinine
7)  contains taurine
8)  sulphurated
9)  contains phosphate 
A1)  cereals containing gluten: wheat
A2)  cereals containing gluten: barley
A3)  cereals containing gluten: rye
A4)  cereals containing gluten: oat
B)  crustaceans
C)  egg
D)  fish
E)  peanuts
F)  soy
G)  milk or lactose
H)  nuts
L)  celery
M)  mustard
N)  sesame
O)  sulfites
P)  lupines
R)  mollusks 
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